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Executive Summary / Abstract:
The approach of geoscientific mapping is introduced. This document describes best practice in geoscientific mapping, including the different types of mapping. The role of geologic processes in specific mapping practices is described. Case studies from published geologic and geomorphic maps over several Solar System bodies are used to exemplify best practice in mapping. Specific mapping types, such as those aimed at resource evaluation are included.

Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaSSIS</td>
<td>Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSFD</td>
<td>Crater size-frequency distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>Cartographic Reference Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX</td>
<td>ConTeXt camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>Digital Elevation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTM</td>
<td>Digital Terrain Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>Entry Descent and Landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>European Space Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCP</td>
<td>Ground Control Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRISE</td>
<td>High Resolution Imaging Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRSC</td>
<td>High Resolution Stereo Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAU</td>
<td>International Astronomical Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Integrated Suit for Imagers and Spectrometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRU</td>
<td>In Situ Resource Utilisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS</td>
<td>International Space Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRO</td>
<td>Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOC</td>
<td>Mars Observer Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANMAP</td>
<td>PLANetary MAPping project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLD</td>
<td>Polar Layered Deposits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSB</td>
<td>Small Solar System body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRN</td>
<td>Terrain Relative Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Terrain Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS</td>
<td>U.S. Geological Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAC</td>
<td>Wide Angle Camera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Categorisation of Geoscientific Maps

Planetary geological mapping is a very broad and continuously evolving discipline. Accordingly, the maps that are produced for scientific purposes are often based on different methods to distinguish and categorize the geological units. Contextual (= standardised) maps, published and planned by standard surveys, are rigid in their approach (both in scale and basemaps, which include a low response to data curve), because they are aimed at providing the basis for further geological investigations, regardless of the specific target (Skinner et al., 2019). Instead, topical maps are flexible in approach (which include a high response to data curve) and are mostly focused on scientific investigation, often published in scientific journals (Skinner et al., 2019; PLANMAP, 2020a).

The aim of this document is to find, organise, and rationalise some best practices in order to make the language of geological maps as uniform as possible, specifically when dealing with topical maps. Moreover, in this ongoing and very dynamic context with new data constantly added, we think that scientists should be free and encouraged to test new mapping approaches and/or unit classification. Accordingly, we focus on providing broad guidelines to improve the possibility to share information effectively rather than constraining the work into rigid standardisation.

a. Approaches in Geoscientific Cartography

Different science or technical aims drive different mapping approaches that result in different cartographic products. Feature-based maps are used to address the distribution of a specific landform (or set of landforms), structure (or set of structures), or composition (or set of compositions). Geomorphologic maps focus on the recognition of landforms and landscapes and their genetic interpretation. Genetic processes can show substantial differences and/or peculiarities depending on which planetary body they exist in, but they can be roughly classified into four major groups: planets with an atmosphere, airless bodies, small bodies, and icy satellites.

Geological mapping aims at the realisation of an ‘as objective as possible’ cartographic product. On Earth, it makes use of the rock lithology as the base to distinguish the units. Accordingly, the meaning of geological mapping of other solar system bodies should be partially redefined in order to be applicable to planetary settings. Traditionally standard geological maps of other planetary bodies are based on a morphostratigraphic approach where units are distinguished on the bases or their morphological/genetic character and ordered according to relative ages constrained by cross-cutting and overlapping relationship as well as crater density.

In this way geologic maps of planetary bodies can be considered as morphostratigraphic or chronostratigraphic maps which represent the basic cartography to
distinguish the units on the base of their relative depositional age, tied where possible to absolute model ages.

Recently this approach has been however coupled with spectral or compositional information that in some instances can contribute to the definition of different geological units. In this case the maps have been alternatively defined as geostratigraphic or spectromorphic maps (PLANMAP, 2020a; Semenzato et al. 2020).

In addition, like on Earth, maps can be produced focusing on some specific geological aspects such as the distribution of structural elements (i.e. which define the structural maps), volcanic complexes, glacial/periglacial morphologies, fluvial networks etc.

Landing site maps serve a variety of purposes including geological context for mission operations, as well as terrain and hazard characterisation for landing and surface operations. Such map products allow scientific goals and engineering constraints to be balanced to optimize mission outcomes.

Resource mapping is aimed at understanding the surface and subsurface distribution of potential resources (e.g. minerals, elements, volatiles) in order to estimate the feasibility of extraction and perform a cost-benefit analysis.

b. Cartography: scale vs approach

The scientific and/or technical outcomes of the different cartographic products are maximised for specific scales of mapping (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature-based maps</th>
<th>Geomorphologic maps</th>
<th>Geos stratigraphic maps</th>
<th>Chronostratigraphic Maps</th>
<th>Landing site maps</th>
<th>Resource mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONAL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCAL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETAIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some exceptions can certainly be possible, depending on specific needs or available datasets, but this framework is still a general expression of the relations between mapping approaches and scales. Global maps refer to the entire planetary globe (possibly but not necessarily including the polar regions). Regional maps cover a wide range of possible extensions because they do not refer simply to a ‘large’ area (where large takes different meanings depending on different planetary bodies) but to an area crossing through different geological contexts (i.e. different geological evolution). Local maps refer to the representation of areas sharing the same geological history, bounded by geologically significant boundaries (e.g. a volcanic province with associate deposits/morphologies). Detail maps aim at providing the most detailed information in a geographically limited area with a very specific purpose.
c. The concept of ‘stratotype’ in planetary mapping: ‘reference area’

Regardless of the mapping approach and/or stratigraphic units under consideration, the definition of a physical place that can serve as a reference is of essential importance. On Earth, the concept of stratotype is defined as ‘the designated exposure of a named layered stratigraphic unit or of a stratigraphic boundary that serves as the standard of reference’ (ISSC, 1999). The baseline is to have a reference that allows to standardize the definition of the units, so as to allow reproducibility of the observations first within the study area, but then also outside and potentially worldwide. Although such a concept cannot be simply mutated to planetary settings, clearly defining the units making use of their best occurrence in order to always have a reference is a good practice generally already used for example in the description section of scientific papers. Here we propose some procedures to maximize the effectiveness of such practice, introducing the concept of ‘reference area’, without constraining its definition with a formal procedure.

The ‘reference area’ should correspond, regardless of the kind of unit, to the place where this unit is best exposed, visible, and data covered. If the unit or its boundaries are not fully represented in one single location, more reference areas may be envisaged. When the unit displays a complexity that cannot be represented in a single area, one or more ‘complementary reference areas’ should be introduced.

Both in the reference and in the complementary reference areas, the unit should be represented with all (or all of the pertinent) available datasets, and described accordingly at the different necessary scales. As an example, the light-toned deposits of Holden crater (Mars) are represented at HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera; Neukum et al., 2004), CTX (Context Camera; Malin et al., 2007), and HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment; McEwen et al., 2007) scale (Figure 1.1). The unit should be described at all the different scales allowed by the different datasets.
d. **Focus on stratigraphic relations**

With the notable exception of feature-based maps, stratigraphic relations are conceptual frameworks of any kind of geoscientific cartography. The definition of the vertical and lateral relations between the different units must accompany the unit distribution information provided in the map. Relative stratigraphy among the different units should always be documented and properly represented. In stratigraphic sequences attention should be paid to recognize and document unconformable boundaries, in order to emphasize the presence of hiatus in the depositional record, as well as cross cutting relationships should be taken into account in intrusive magmatic and volcanic environments.

Such relations can be conveyed with stratigraphic sketch, stratigraphic columns and/or geological sections (Figure 1.2) in order to focus on the geometrical relations between
the units but also in space-time diagrams to convey the age of the units and the missing time. These schemes are specifically effective when the age of some units is tied by crater count absolute dating (Figure 1.3). As on Earth geological maps, stratigraphic columns and sketches might even report the eventual different erodibility of the geological units.

Figure 1.2: Example of geological section from Firsoff crater (Pondrelli et al., 2015)

![Figure 1.2: Example of geological section from Firsoff crater (Pondrelli et al., 2015)](image1)

Figure 1.3: Example of correlation diagram from the Navua Valles (Hargitai et al., 2016)

![Figure 1.3: Example of correlation diagram from the Navua Valles (Hargitai et al., 2016)](image2)

**Correlation of Map Units**

2. Feature-based mapping

The cartography of one (or few) specific landform(s), structure(s), and/or mineral(s) address the distribution of such elements over the whole planetary body (or a large portion of it). Typical examples consist of crater catalogues (e.g. Salamunićcar et al., 2012) (Figure 2.1), valley networks and putative shorelines distribution on Mars (e.g. Baker et al., 2015) (Figure 2.2), or dune database on Mars (Hayward et al., 2007) (Figure 2.3), faults on diverse planetary bodies (e.g. Byrne et al., 2014), major volcanic provinces on Moon, Mars, Venus (Platz et al., 2015).
Figure 2.1: Examples of feature-based mapping: crater distribution on the Moon and on Mars (Salamunícicar et al., 2012)
Figure 2.2: Example of feature-based mapping: valley network and shorelines on Mars (Baker et al., 2015)

![Figure 2.2: Example of feature-based mapping: valley network and shorelines on Mars (Baker et al., 2015)](image1)

Figure 2.3: Examples of feature-based mapping: Mars dune database (Hayward et al., 2007)

![Figure 2.3: Examples of feature-based mapping: Mars dune database (Hayward et al., 2007)](image2)

Such cartography serves as a base for wide reconstructions both in terms of scale and genetic processes. Accordingly, unit definitions should be broad, avoiding unnecessary details that might defocus from the aim. For these reasons, fields of the attribute tables assigned to the units should be broad as well, making use of definitions able to convey general concepts. Still, geometric and geographic characteristics should be included (e.g. Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Attribute table from the catalogue of Martian craters (Salamunicić et al., 2012)

3. Process-based ‘interpretative’: Geomorphological/Morphostratigraphic Map

Geomorphological maps are based on the qualitative-quantitative representation and genetic interpretation of landforms. On Earth, such study is generally possible only in the most recent deposits (= Quaternary), while many planetary settings are characterized by a limited degree of weathering and erosion that favour good preservation of morphologies also in the deep geological time. Since detailed outcrop or laboratory analyses are only rarely possible in planetary settings, geomorphological/Morphostratigraphic maps represent the basic tool to infer the geological evolution of planetary bodies. Accordingly, geomorphological maps are topical maps mostly oriented to science investigations.

Different geological settings characterize different planetary bodies, and each planet/satellite displays its own peculiarities, but some generalizations within broad groups are nevertheless possible. We distinguish bodies with atmosphere, focusing on Mars as a paradigm, airless bodies, with the Moon as a paradigm, small bodies, and icy satellites.

a. Planets with an atmosphere: Mars as a paradigm

Here we classify the main different geological processes that can be found on Mars. Needless to say, more of those can be found somewhat associated together within the same map. Moreover, all the described systems will be affected by the interaction with two processes which are ubiquitous on Mars: cratering and mass wasting.

Craters can be mapped with different detail and down to smaller dimensions depending on the chosen scale of work. In a map finalized to the reconstruction of the depositional systems and of their stratigraphy at the regional scale, only bigger craters (e.g. exceeding 1 km in diameter) should be mapped and without need of internal distinction,
even if bigger craters (i.e. diameter exceeding tens of kilometers) can be subdivided in crater rim, crater floor, and crater ejecta.

In a detailed map at the local scale, even smaller craters (down to diameters of 100 meters or even less in case of very detailed maps) can be mapped and their internal distinction reported. Craters should be categorized depending on their dimensions and morphology:

- simple craters
- complex crater
- peak ring basins

Their degree of preservation should also be reported in another descriptive field:

- pristine crater
- eroded crater
- partly covered crater
- ghost crater
- pedestal crater
- rampart crater

Similarly, mass wasting processes can be mapped as unique features in a regional map, while at a local scale different landslides can be listed following Crosta et al. (2018) classification. This classification is very detailed and specifically designated to a dedicated process study. For a non-specifically aimed mapping project, the classification of the type of landslide can be sketched as follows:

- rock avalanche
- slump
- slump/rock avalanche
- debris flow
- rock avalanche/ejecta
- spreading/sagging/deep-seated gravitational slope deformations

### i. Mars Volcanic Processes

#### 1. Science rationale

Topical Map. Aim: science (interpretative). Define the scale(s) of work.

Volcanic processes were widespread throughout the geological history of Mars and greatly shaped its surface. The volcanic province of Tharsis covers 25% of the Martian surface and contains the giant shield volcanoes of Olympus Mons and Tharsis Montes. The formation of these giant shield volcanoes (up to 21 km high for Olympus Mons) results from the accumulation of low viscosity lava combined with the lack of plate tectonics (i.e. the edifice always remains above the source of magma). Volcanic shields display major caldera collapses as well as volcano-tectonic features. Global and regional maps should focus on main volcanic complexes and their associated units. The units should be classified according to their ages (Garry et al. 2018).
A wide variety of features of different smaller scale features are associated to volcanic events on Mars. Various lava flows are covering the flanks of the edifices as well as the plains surrounding them. These lava flows should be the focus of higher-resolution maps and can be represented individually, if possible, or as different lava fields. Symbology of the map can indicate stratigraphical relationships as well as typology (lava sheets, inflated lava flows, ridged lava flows, lava channels, lahars etc.). Mapping of lava flows allows chronostratigraphic reconstruction of volcanic episodes and provides valuable information on Mars’ internal processes. Relative stratigraphy can be completed by impact crater retention age in order to further reconstruct the eruptive history.

Alongside lava flows, other smaller-scale elements are also suited for local maps such as scoria cones, tuff rings, secondary vents, potential dykes, pit chain craters, smaller calderas and jameos underlying development of subsurface lava tunnels. Crosscutting relationships between these features and lava flows can help to estimate the when they formed during the eruptive timeline. Moreover, features like lava tubes can be linked to emplaced lava flows downstream and could indicate flow inflation. Such information is important as flow inflation can affect the apparent thickness of the lava flow and provide misleading information on lava flow viscosity during emplacement.

The map scale could be both global/regional and local. In the first case major units of the different volcanic complexes are highlighted according to their ages, in the second single lava flows should be mapped trying to distinguish their typology (lava sheets, inflated lava flows, ridged lava flows, lava channels, lahars etc.) and overlapping relationships. The regional maps are particularly suited also to represent volcanotectonic structures and major caldera collapses, whereas high resolution maps can report also smaller features such as pit chains, calderas, jameos underlying the development of subsurface lava tunnels, scoria cones, tuff rings, secondary vents and potential dikes.

**ii. Mars Sedimentary Processes**

Mars displays a large variability of sedimentary deposits/morphologies/successions/basins, reflecting air, water, ice, and gravity-driven transport/deposition. These materials show that at least Early Mars had an active sedimentary cycle, but they are present in some form during most of Mars’ geological time so that Mars displays sedimentary rock successions with close similarities, and some considerable differences, with the Earth.

Sedimentary materials are specifically important because they can provide information on the climatic evolution of the planet, and on potential habitable conditions and environments. Moreover, the dynamics/evolution of the sedimentary records can be an insight into the comprehension of the same processes and environments present on Earth in the fossil record but not actualistic.

The study of such systems on Mars is somewhat flawed by the lack of information at the outcrop and hand specimen scale (with the notable exception of the landing sites investigations), which obviously limit the detail of any kind of reconstruction. On the other hand, their understanding is helped by the low weathering degree that preserves
morphologies even billions of years old. The problem of Convergence (Equifinality) that is intrinsic to the interpretation of morphologies by remote sensing means, implies the necessity to strengthen the interpretations by laterally and vertically relating different landforms. This is at the base of the importance of geomorphological mapping, but at the same time emphasize the importance of constraining the interpretation as much as possible. Correlating different landforms is indeed essential because it allows moving from the interpretation of a single landform to the interpretation of associated landforms (i.e. a landscape), providing much more constraints and solidity to genetic interpretations.

Following these issues, geomorphological mapping of sedimentary systems needs a good degree of detail, ranging from the regional to the local (= basin) scale, depending on the kind of sedimentary system and data availability. More detailed analyses can be possible, but the lack of coeval correlated landforms might hamper the genetic interpretation.

The relative stratigraphic distribution among the different mapped morphological elements should be presented in a stratigraphic sketch that, together with the legend, constitute the key to ‘read’ the geomorphological/morphostratic map (e.g Pondrelli et al., 2008; Hargitai et al., 2018). The realization of stratigraphic sketch is particularly important in sedimentary settings, especially when layers are visible. In this case the use of the term bedset instead of layers is encouraged, in order to take into account the limits associated to the available resolution which hamper the identification of thin beds. Bedset represents a number of superposed, similar beds. This definition appears more appropriate in all the settings affected by resolution-related limits. The identification of bedsets termination is particularly important to infer the relations between sedimentary input and available accommodation space within the basin (Figure 3.1).

**Figure 3.1: Geometry of bedsets termination (Catuneanu, 2006)**

![Figure 3.1: Geometry of bedsets termination](image)

**Outflow channels**

Outflow channels on Mars have particular importance, because they had been the first deposits suggesting the presence of water-related processes to be identified but also because their relatively pristine morphology was functional to a better understanding of the same morphological assemblages on Earth. They have been described extensively in many papers (e.g., Baker et al., 1983, 1992; Carr, 1996; Wilson et al.,
2004; Rodriguez et al., 2015). They represent mostly erosional very large structures that can be up to thousands of kilometers long and tens of kilometers large, carved by catastrophic flooding generated by rapid groundwater evacuation. Provided the scale of these morphologies, even a detailed map should be developed at the regional scale to include and correlate elements that form the system. Examples of geomorphological maps describing outflow channels systems can be found for example in Pacifici (2008), Chapman et al. (2010), Glamoclija et al. 2011, Erkeling et al. (2011), and Kukkonen et al. (2018) (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Geomorphological Map of Ares Vallis (Mars) (Pacifici, 2008)

The morphological elements associated with such a process are:
● Chaotic Terrains/Remnant Terrains - polygonal mounds and knobs
● Smooth Plains - smooth-textured surface
● Terraces - sometimes showing grooved surfaces
● Grooved floor - valleys or portions of valleys sculpted by grooves
● Cataract channel - material deposited downstream of a cataract
● Streamlined features - tapered and/or drop-shaped mounds or plateaus
● Giant bars - features paralleling the flow direction
● Pendant bars - streamlined, tapered mounds or hills, which parallel the flow direction downstream to a bedrock projection
● Channel floor - flat surfaces occurring at the base of the channels
● Small channels

Such a list is general and intended to serve as a reference rather than to be an all-encompassing framework. Other units can be present depending on specific local conditions and on the interaction with other geological settings and/or processes (e.g. glacial, volcanic).

Some features need to be mapped using a polygonal shapefile (e.g. Smooth Plains, Channel floor), other with a linear shapefile (e.g. Grooved floor, Channel floor), in other cases, the choice can be arbitrary (e.g. Streamlined features, bars). Specifically for the linear shapefile, alongside the unit definition, a field describing the degree of preservation of the features is envisaged.

The following qualitative classification is a possible reference but can be adapted to the specific need of the specific mapped area.

- Poorly preserved
- Eroded
- Partially buried
- Subdued
- Well preserved
- Pristine

In the polygonal shapefile, a good practice is to include a field with the unit extensive name alongside one with the unit acronym which might be later visualized in the map.

*Fluvio-lacustrine deposition*

Fluvio-lacustrine depositional environments are among the most important deposits and morphologies on Mars because they do not only prove the presence of water to shape the Martian landscape but they suggest that water was stable on the planet surface for a geologically significant amount of time. This has pivotal implications in the climate evolution and habitability potential analyses of Mars. Fluvio-lacustrine systems were described in many papers (e.g. Craddock and Howard, 2002; Malin and Edgett, 2003; Moore and Howard, 2005; Baker et al., 2015). Although, geomorphological evidence to constrain the existence of an ancient ocean such as paleo-shorelines in the northern lowlands (e.g. Parker et al., 1989; Baker et al., 1991; Parker et al., 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001; Carr and Head, 2003; Tanaka et al., 2003, Tanaka et al., 2005) are more difficult to find, because easily subjected to erosion, on the other hand bedrock as well as alluvial rivers and fan-shaped deposits (alluvial fans and deltas) leave enduring traces.
on the planet surface, allowing water-related depositional environments to be recognized and mapped (e.g. Malin and Edgett, 2003).

Fluvio-lacustrine structures can be mapped at different scales and with different degrees of detail, depending on science interests and data availability and resolution. From the regional scale (i.e. a scale exceeding the extension of a single drainage basin) to the basin scale, depositional sub-environments can be recognized (e.g., Di Achille et al. 2006; Hargitai et al., 2018), without entering into the details of the depositional elements (Fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Geomorphological Map of Tyras crater (Mars) (Di Achille et al., 2006)

These depositional sub-environments are:

- Channels
- Alluvial fans
- (Fan)deltas
- Terraces (shorelines)
- Basin floor
In order to distinguish between clastic-dominated and evaporite-dominated systems it can be important to include mineralogical hints derived from hyperspectral data. These data can integrate the morphological assemblage to constrain the interpretation. Clay-bearing deposits associated with surface runoff, deltas and shorelines are strong indications of clastic-dominated lacustrine systems (e.g. Thomas et al., 2017); sulfate-bearing basin floor materials possibly associated with fluid expulsion morphologies (e.g. Pondrelli et al., 2019).

Other units related for example to glacial, mass wasting, fluid expulsion phenomena can be associated to the fluvio-lacustrine ones depending on specific local conditions and on the interaction with other geological settings). At the basin scale (Figure 3.4), when high-resolution data are available (i.e. HiRISE and or MOC NA images), even the discrimination of the following depositional elements is possible (Pondrelli et al., 2008; Di Pietro et al., 2018).

- **Source area:** Bedrock rivers
  - Runoff
  - Sapping valleys
- **Alluvial fans:**
  - alluvial channels
  - interdistributary areas
- **Alluvial plain**
  - alluvial channels
    - braided channels
    - rectilinear channels
    - meandering channels
    - anabranching channels
  - floodplain
  - crevasse splay l
- **(Fan)deltas**
  - Delta plain
    - channels
      - braided channels
      - rectilinear channels
      - meandering channels
    - interdistributary areas
    - crevasse splay l
    - interdistributary bay
  - Delta front
    - input-dominated
    - wave-dominated
  - Prodelta
- **Fluid-expulsion**
- **Basin**
  - Shorelines
  - basin floor
- **Playa**
Figure 3.4: Geomorphological Map of Aeolis Dorsa (Mars) (Di Pietro et al., 2018)
Not all these depositional elements are necessary present or recognizable in the study area; moreover, these features might be associated with other structures related to erosional (e.g. mesas and cuestas) and/or other depositional bodies (e.g. sedimentary volcanoes, detrital cones), either coeval and/or genetically connected with fluvio-lacustrine deposition.

Available mineralogical hints derived from hyperspectral data should be integrated in order to constrain the genetic interpretation. The difference of resolution between spectral and imagery data is always an issue to be carefully considered, but specific attention must be given to such detailed reconstructions. The reconstruction of the Stratigraphic relationships is the base for a proper association of the mineralogical hints to the related morphological assemblage.

Some features should be mapped using a polygonal shapefile (e.g. floodplains, basin floor), others with a linear shapefile (e.g., all the types of channels). Alongside the unit definition, the shapefiles should be associated also to a field describing the degree of preservation of the features. This list might serve as a reference, even if other definitions, related to local specific conditions, can be used:

- Poorly preserved
- Eroded
- Partially buried
- Subdued
- Well preserved
- Pristine

With such a detailed representation, stratigraphic relations but also the internal depositional geometry of the units can be well represented. Geological sections and stratigraphic sketches need to accompany the legend as a key to understanding the map (e.g. Pondrelli et al., 2008; Ansan et al., 2011; Di Pietro et al., 2018).

**Ice-related deposition**

Ice represents a very important exogenic factor in the geological history of Mars (e.g. Head and Marchant, 2003; Head et al., 2005, van Gasselt et al., 2007). Glacial processes occur directly in contact with the glaciers while periglacial features are related to cold climate, typically near glaciated areas.

Glacial landforms and processes occur even today in ice sheets in correspondence of the polar regions where the Polar Layered Deposits (PLDs, made of mostly water ice and dust) occur (e.g. Smith et al., 2016). Also, valley glaciers (e.g. Dickinson et al., 2008; Head et al., 2010) have been proposed to be active in the recent geological past of Mars. Specifically, wet based glaciers have been proposed and mapped (e.g. Bernhardt et al., 2013; Gallagher and Balme, 2015; Tsuchulskaya et al., 2020; Butcher et al., 2021) (Figure 3.5). These systems are associated with fluvial systems developing in subglacial (eskers) and supraglacial settings, and at the glacier terminus (Figure 3.5), and as a consequence they have very effective erosional capabilities.
Such systems can be mapped at the regional scale as complete systems while at the local scale, the different sub-environments can be distinguished. An exemplary list is provided:

- terrains modified by glacial and/or fluvial action
- lobate debris apron
- lineated valley fill
- terminal lobes
- sublimation till (knobby)
- drop moraines (ridged)
- eskers
- fluvio-related environments
Cold-based glaciers have been documented and mapped in several locations (i.e. Head et al., 2003; Hernández and Carrillo, 2012; Garry et al., 2018) (Figure 3.6).

*Figure 3.6: Geomorphological Map of Arsia Mons (Mars) (Garry et al., 2018)*

Because of the lack of interaction with water, such glaciers are less effective in shaping the landscape and also more difficult to recognize, still very large examples have been documented along the slopes of Tharsis volcanoes.

Such systems can be mapped at the regional scale as complete systems while at the local scale, the different sub-environments can be distinguished. An exemplary list is provided:

- terrains modified by glacial action
- lobate debris apron
- lineated valley fill
- sublimation till (knobby)
- drop moraines (ridged)

Periglacial environments are considered to be very extensive and active in the very recent geological history of Mars (e.g. Rossi et al., 2011; van Gasselt et al., 2011; Barrett et al., 2018). Ground ice related features are part of several maps, including Soare et al. (2018), Ramsdale et al. (2019). Some of the features that can be mapped at the local scale are represented by:

- surface polygonization
- clastic patterned ground
- pitted cones
- Lineated crater/depression-fill materials
- lobate hill slope features
- scalloped depressions
- protalus lobes and ramparts
Aeolian deposition

Aeolian erosional and depositional processes represent probably the most effective ones to shape Mars surface in the last few million years. Accordingly, their understanding is critical in order to infer present wind circulation and geologically recent high-frequency climate changes. Such relatively recent deposits and processes have been broadly described in the literature, including Hayward et al. (2007), Hobbs et al. (2010), Silvestro et al. (2013, 2021), Ayoub et al. (2014), Bridges et al. (2017), Lapotre et al. (2018). Examples of maps related to such processes are reported for example in Silvestro et al. (2010), Cardinale et al. (2012), and Vaz and Silvestro (2014).

In the fossil record, different deposits involving aeolian processes, or with a contribution of aeolian processes, have been suggested to have formed on Mars. Thick successions (up to several hundred meters) of cross bedded sandstones have been interpreted as formed by aeolian dunes, interbedded with lacustrine or playa deposits (Grotzinger et al., 2005; Banham et al., 2018; Rapin et al., 2021). Airfall, probably related to volcanic/pyroclastic flows, have been suggested to have an important role in the deposition of several sulfate-bearing deposits (i.e. Zimbelmann and Griffin, 2010).

‘Recent’ aeolian deposits can be mapped at different scales: they can be represented as areas where uniform morphologies occur (e.g. fields of dunes of different typologies) or each single morphology can be distinguished as an area (mapping the entire distribution of the landform) and/or as line (e.g. dune crestline). Mapping areas where uniform morphologies (or morphological assemblages) occur is recommended for regional or supra-regional studies, the extreme case becoming a feature-based map. Distinguishing single different morphologies using their areal extent is extremely useful from the regional to the local scale, for describing landform distribution, performing source to sink analyses, and as a context for further studies focusing on depositional processes and/or wind regime reconstruction (Figures 3.7, 3.8).
Figure 3.7: Location and geomorphological Map of aeolian deposits in the East Thaumasia region (Mars) (Silvestro et al., 2010)
Figure 3.8: Geomorphological map of the Moreux Crater showing aeolian features overlain over a hill shade Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) dataset and a Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) infrared daytime mosaic. The inset at the top represents a MOLA map showing the location of the Moreux Crater. (Cardinale et al., 2012)

In such maps, an indicative list of the sedimentary bodies to be mapped is:

- erg
- barchan dunes
- barchanoid dunes
- transverse dunes
- domes
- linear dunes
- sand sheets
- tars (Transverse Aeolian Ridges)

Mineralogical hints provided by hyperspectral data can improve the landform characterization and distinction, providing tools for source area evaluation and stratigraphic reconstructions.

At a local (or even detail) scale, when high resolution data are available (i.e., MOC and/or HiRISE), more detailed investigations can be possible in order to infer wind directions even from small scale structures such as megaripples (Silvestro et al., 2013; Ayoub et al., 2014) or better understand the process dynamics (Lapotre et al., 2018; Silvestro et al., 2021) (Figure 3.9).

*Figure 3.9: Three mapped ripple patterns in Gale crater (Mars) (Vaz and Silvestro, 2014)*

In such detailed maps, the sedimentary bodies listed for the regional maps can be potentially used as polygonal shapefiles. In addition, the following is a rough list of features either depositional and erosional that can be found and mapped using a linear shapefile:

- dunes crestline (including wind direction)
- megaripple crestline (including, where visible, wind direction)
- ripple crestline (including, where visible, wind direction)
- wind streaks
- yardangs
- dust devils

In such detailed studies, a qualitative evaluation of the degree of preservation of the features is envisaged, also in the framework of a potential stratigraphic reconstruction. Accordingly, a list like the following one can be used in the attributes list. Other definitions can be better suited to the local specific conditions:

- Poorly preserved
- Eroded
- Partially buried
- Subdued
- Well preserved
- Pristine

‘Fossil’ aeolian deposits, or deposits formed with a contribution of aeolian processes (e.g. volcaniclastics) can be roughly divided in deposits dominated by tractive processes in subcritical flows (i.e. formed by ripples, megaripples, and dunes), suggestive of formation in arid or semi-arid conditions, tractive processes in supercritical flows (i.e.
pyroclastic surge), suggestive of formation due to volcaniclastic processes associated to slopes, and dominated by settling from a suspension (i.e. dust, ashfalls), suggestive of fine-grained clastic deposition from a suspension either related to volcaniclastic processes or simply dust transport and deposition. The term ‘loess’ is often used in planetary settings to refer to settling of fine-grained-sized materials but on Earth this term possesses a specific meaning implying a source from glacial environments. Such formation might have occurred episodically on Mars but it is very difficult to constrain, so the use of a more generic term (e.g. dust deposition) is envisaged.

The distinction among the different aeolian depositional processes can be difficult, especially in the absence of high-resolution imagery (i.e., MOC and/or HiRISE) which can allow to document meter-scale sedimentary structures (i.e. cross-bedding) or textures (i.e. boulders). Still, even in the presence of high-resolution imagery, such depositional environments need to be constrained by observing the geometric patterns of distribution and the relation with other environments and landforms.

b. Airless bodies: Moon as a paradigm

i. Science rationale

Airless bodies provide globally exposed outcrops holding the scars of endogenic and exogenic processes that characterize the evolution of these planetary bodies. Impact cratering and space weathering are the main processes shaping their surfaces today, while volcanic and tectonic processes mainly acted in their early history, along with major basin-forming impact events. Because airless bodies do not have atmospheric or water-related processes, the characteristics of volcanic, tectonic, and impact processes are more clearly preserved compared to bodies with atmospheres. This means that airless bodies often preserve information about the early evolution of the Solar System. Hence, mapping the morphological diversity of an airless body helps to reveal its global stratigraphy and evolution, as reflected by the assessment of Trask and Guest (1975): “[On Mercury], surface morphology reflects the age, composition, lithology, and mode of formation of the underlying rock unit”. Indeed, their observation can be applied to any airless body. The same principles were applied by Shoemaker in the first, yet unpublished, planetary geological map ever, in the Copernicus crater area of the Moon in 1961. The “Copernicus LPC 58 Prototype Chart” helped define the chronostratigraphy of the Moon, which is still in use today, meaning that the geological history of the Moon was already understood by means of photo-interpretation, before the first crew landed on our satellite. Therefore, studying the Moon case can serve as a paradigm for any other airless body.

ii. Approaches

Photo-interpretation of lunar units highly depends on the chosen mapping scale.

Global to regional scale

At a global scale, morphology and albedo help identifying four main units:

Mare Units: dark albedo, smooth infilling of large basins;
**Terra Units**: high albedo, rough, heavily cratered highland terrains;

**Crater Units**: materials linked to the formation of impact craters; **Basin Units**: materials linked to the formation of large impact basins.

At the regional scale further information is provided by crater degradation stages. Our current knowledge of the Moon permits us to distinguish at least six crater classes pertaining to specific chronostratigraphic systems (Figure 3.10).

![Figure 3.10. Six example craters of similar sizes showing different degradation stages and pertaining, from left to right, to the Pre-Nectarian, Nectarian, Lower Imbrian, Upper Imbrian, Erathostenian, Copernican Systems (image by M. Packer, see also Wilhelms and Byrne, 2009, http://www.imageagain.com/Strata/StratigraphyCraters.2.0.htm).](image)

Depending on the chosen mapping scale, craters larger than a certain size threshold are divided into different units, otherwise the whole impact structure can be mapped as undivided.

For divided craters we usually distinguish:

- **Crater Floor**
- **Crater Central Peak/Peak Ring** (when complex)
- **Crater Proximal Ejecta**
- **Crater Distal Ejecta**

Ejecta units and central complex structures are usually coloured with a shade of the same colour pertaining to the degradation-class system of the crater.

Crater floors may be distinguished into further units based on their morphology:

- **Crater Smooth Floor**
- **Crater Hummocky Floor**

Larger basins floors may present smooth infillings covering the original floor, which is the case of maria at a global scale.

**Local scale**

Local and Detailed maps are instead focussed on a better understanding of single processes such as the distribution of different impact related deposits, post impact modification gravitational collapses, fracturing at craters’ floors, emplacement of pyroclastic materials within craters, distribution of volcanic vents and deposits,
differentiation of maria units and lava emplacements etc. On the Moon many detailed maps have been specifically produced for landing site characterization (see dedicated section 6). In the case of Mercury particular attention has been paid on sublimation features called hollows for which several high-resolution maps have been produced (e.g. Pajola et al. 2021).

c. Small Bodies

A Small Solar System body (SSSB) is an object in the Solar System that is neither a planet, a dwarf planet, nor a natural satellite. The term was first defined in 2006 by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) as follows: "All other objects, except satellites, orbiting the Sun shall be referred to collectively as 'Small Solar System Bodies'". SSSBs are: the comets; the classical asteroids, with the exception of the dwarf planet Ceres; the trojans; and the centaurs and trans-Neptunian objects.

Map projections and small bodies

Due to the size and the irregular shape of small bodies, standard mapping reference systems often cannot be consistently employed. An overview of this topic can be found in (Stooke & Pajola, 2019). Depending on observational constraints, the imagery often covers a large portion of the whole body, making it difficult or impossible to orthorectify the imagery in a sensible way (avoiding extreme distortions of the original images), even when detailed shape models are available. This issue poses limitations on consistently using small-bodies datasets into generic GISs for data processing (e.g. measuring distances and areas), mapping, and visualization.

As an example consider 67P: it has a bilobate shape, which seems to be a recurrent feature also for other Jupyter-family comets (see e.g. 19P/Borelly, 103P/Hartley 2, 1P/Halley). Large portions of the comet's body thus have a convex shape which causes two major drawbacks: a) the shape does not allow to consistently define a latitude/longitude coordinate system on the body (the same latitude and longitude coordinates are duplicated in some places); b) the classical assumption of a bi-axial ellipsoidal approximation for projective cartographic reference systems (CRS) tend to produce extreme distortions on most of the body.
Figure 3.11: an example of the impossibility of defining a unique latitude-longitude grid on an irregular body featuring extended convexities, as the neck region of 67P comet, here portrayed as a cross-section passing for the center of the Cheops Reference System.

In the case of comet 67P these problems were never consistently solved. For mapping purposes it was suggested that several different mapping projection systems could be used: a global one for the whole body (with extreme distortions) and three local ones for the two lobes and the neck region of the comet (Preusker et al., 2015). Using multiple reference systems for one body was often impractical, especially for such a small body where global maps would have been preferred in many cases.

Tentative solutions based on non-ellipsoidal reference surfaces were also proposed (Grieger & Vincent, 2018), but require ad-hoc processing and would not be easily implemented in standard GIS software. See also (Clark & Clark, 2020) on a constant-scale projective system for 67P.

*Mapping on small bodies*

As detailed above, no standard cartographic tools and CRSs can be always used on bodies with convex shapes or with small sizes in respect of the available imagery used for mapping. We will not detail here the cases in which "standard" cartographic
methods can be employed, but we will limit the discussion to the cases in which a
different approach might be preferable for mapping, by listing some possible
suggestions to evaluate depending on the specific case.

Ideally, mapping should be done directly on the three-dimensional shape model on
which the imagery would be reprojected on the fly. This is often impractical, due to
dataset limitations (e.g. at the very beginning of a mission imagery might be available
but no shape model) or software limitations (dedicated software with fully 3D GIS
capabilities, adequate for mapping, is still in development).

When reprojection of the imagery in a GIS-compliant format is difficult, it might be
better to use the imagery "as it is", possibly starting from optically undistorted images
and keeping in mind that the distortion introduced due to the perspective geometry of
the camera might be highly deceptive. The state of the imagery in terms of optical
distortion should be always reported in the metadata of the final mapping product,
possibly together with a literature reference pointing to the camera's calibration
parameters.

The imagery can be imported in any GIS software without specifying a CRS and
mapped in image (pixel) coordinates. Refer to your GIS user manual to identify the
right settings to use for this case. It might be better also to not apply any scaling (setting
pixel size) to the imagery because such information might be deceptive, and valid only
for portions of the image. If a pixel size shall be provided, it should be provided in the
metadata (e.g. "approximated_pixel_size" or "central_pixel_size"). Adding the scale
information directly to the imagery e.g. with a tiff/jpg world file has an additional
drawback: further operations of reprojection on the body of the vector data will require
additional removal of the applied transform to restore the data to the original pixel-
based reference frame.

Additionally, consider that depending on GIS software used for mapping the (0,0) pixel
coordinate can be placed either in the centre of the top left corner or on the edges of
that pixel. This information should be reported in the metadata.

For easier future data processing it would be good practice to also provide, together
with the metadata, the projective matrix for the image in a given reference frame (e.g.
for Rosetta-67P the Cheops R.F), which should be also listed in the metadata. Providing
the best available identifier for the used image is also important. It can be done by
providing detailed information on the camera system, timing and image naming.

Whenever a position on an irregular body should be communicated, try to avoid using
purely latitude-longitude couplets, but prefer, whenever practical, to use latitude,
longitude plus radius or euclidean x,y,z coordinates. This is especially important when
dealing with shapes having extreme convexities.

Gravity

Gravity on a small body can be in most cases derived by using the shape model and
assuming fixed density (Werner, 1994). Some morphological terms are related to the
local gravity: e.g. terraces/mass wasting deposits etc. This should be taken into account
during mapping, especially on bodies with complex shapes: the direction and the magnitude of the gravity vector might not always be obvious.

**Regions Definitions**

Regions are often defined for the practical purpose of providing a generic subdivision for different portions of the body. Often, the regions are defined very early in the mission with the available imagery, when 3D shape models are possibly not yet available (e.g. for comet 67P see Thomas et al., 2018).

**Geological Mapping Terminology for Small Bodies**

The main geological process recorded on most of the asteroids is impact cratering, but landslides, boulder fields and fractures are also common (e.g. Buczkowski et al. 2008; Massironi et al. 2012; Simioni et al. 2015). The major impact events can be ordered in stratigraphic sequences and dated through crater counting (Massironi et al. 2012). So that the main features that can be mapped on an asteroid are as follows: polygonal units encompassing craters rims and floors, polygonal units encompassing ejecta blankets, polygonal units including landslides deposits of different natures, linear features indicating fracture, faults and scarps.
A prominent exception is Vesta given its considerable dimension and the presence of magmatic rocks whose fragments are considered to have reached the Earth as diogenite and eucrites meteorites. In this case the units are more variable recalling the airless body ones (e.g. Williams et al. 2014).

Geological processes on cometary bodies are still quite poorly understood, hence some morphological features might be of difficult attribution in terms of the specific shaping process. In such a case the terminology employed for mapping should preferably avoid using naming that imply specific formational processes (e.g. using "crater" for a circular feature of unclear origin). Preferring purely morphological terminology over
formational terminology might be a better choice whenever a feature is of difficult attribution (e.g. "circular depression" for a crater-like feature of unclear origin).

Examples of geological mapping on 67P can be found in Giacomini et al. (2016) (Figure 3.13), Lee et al. (2016). We report here a list of the features known to have been mapped on small bodies (some would require a terminological unification):

- boulders or blocks,
- linear features of various kind: fractures, strata heads (layering-related linear features),
- thermal cracks and polygons,
- crater-like depressions (circular features of unclear origin),
- other negative-relief features as pits on cometary bodies,
- niches,
- cliffs,
- deposits of various kind: mass wasting deposits, talus, diamicton, fine particles deposits, smooth terrains, consolidated terrains outcropping and variation,
- landslides (with related niches and deposits),
- layering related morphologies: terraces, mesas and similar features (possibly hogbacks/razorbacks etc depending on local gravity),
- unknown features (existing descriptive terminology should be used for those),
- dunes on fine deposits and similar wind-like features.

Figure 3.13: Example of geological Map of Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko's Northern hemisphere (Giacomini et al., 2016)
d. Icy Bodies

Icy satellites, and more in general icy bodies are located in the outer Solar System from the asteroid belt outwards. Differently from dry planetary objects with a relatively small water fraction (<0.1%), in these bodies ice constitutes a very large portion of the solid material (>20%) preserving also a liquid phase (Monteux et al., 2018). They typically present an icy crust (or an ensemble of polymorphs of water ice), a fluid portion underneath, usually oceans and a rocky core.

The most notable icy bodies in the Solar System are the Galilean satellites Europa, Ganymede and Callisto, the Saturnian moon Enceladus and Titan, as well as the recently observed Pluto and Charon, and a number of objects such as Mimas and Triton. Note that some of these fall into the definition given above of SSSB (Small Solar System Body).

Ceres is a peculiar case since it is located in the asteroid belt and cannot be classified as a satellite and formally falls into the SSSB definition, although it shares most of the characteristics with the previously mentioned objects.

The same concept applies for Pluto and Charon, as they formally are dwarf planets but present an icy crust overlying a subsurface ocean and most likely rocky core.

iii. Science rationale

Topical Maps aims

Characterization of the surface of icy bodies and their geologic mapping has a number of high-priority implications both for upcoming missions target locations planning for observations with both optical and active probing systems (e.g. ground penetrating radars and alike) as well as improving out knowledge in i) understanding the tectonic and resurfacing history of the brittle icy shells II) detect and distinguish cryovolcanic landforms and associated products III) help constraining cryomagma formation mechanisms IV) help constraining the internal structure of icy bodies both at global scale and, where possible thanks to sufficient image coverage and resolution, at local scale V) astrobiological implications related to the previous points.

iv. Approaches

Mapping techniques on icy bodies/satellites do not differ in any way from the standard GIS-based mapping techniques commonly used. There are only two major issues to be taken into account: the mapping scale and the features list/nomenclature.

Overall, the scale of work is, by necessity on these bodies more than on others, tied to the availability of enough image coverage of sufficient quality/resolution.

In general, global mapping is always possible apart from those bodies whose data belong uniquely to flybys which imaged just a portion of the entire body (e.g. Pluto and Charon).
Relative age relationships are based on mutual crosscutting relations on different terrains/materials (Collins et al., 2013) and, due to the peculiar nature of icy bodies, thematic maps such as structural maps or grid-based maps can also be produced (see Rossi et al., 2020).

All the icy bodies present basically four main categories of features that can be mapped: terrains (defined by relative albedo, roughness, degree of tectonization) impact craters, tectonic elements, cryovolcanic features/morphologies.

The features known to have been mapped on icy bodies (some would require a terminological unification) can be listed as follows. This is a comprehensive list as several of the features can be common between different icy bodies:

- **Terrains** as major geologic units for stratigraphy, distinguished for their tectonization and their relative albedo
  - Bright terrains (usually correspond to “sulci”, highly tectonized elongated regions in bright terrains)
  - Dark terrains (Ganymede)
  - chaos material (Europa)
  - ridge material (Europa)
  - ridge complex material (Europa)
  - smooth/lineated/ridged band material (Europa)
  - palimpsest material (Ganymede: moderate to high albedo forming flat, circular structures, result of ancient impacts)
  - Lakes (Titan)
  - Labyrinth (Titan; incised and dissected plateaus, possibly structurally controlled)
  - Hummocky (Titan)
  - Dunes (Titan)
  - Cellular terrain (Pluto: high-frequency pitted terrain)

- **Impact craters**
  - simple craters: bowl shaped or paraboloid-shaped
  - complex craters
  - pitted impact craters (typical on Ganymede)
  - bulged impact craters (typical on Ganymede)
  - ringed basins (Ganymede, Callisto, Europa)

- **Structural features**
  - furrows (associated to ancient planetary-wide impacts)
  - grooves (Ganymede, associated to tectonics)
  - ridges (Europa)
  - double ridges (Europa)
  - cycloidal structures (Europa, see Groenleer & Katternhorn, 2008)
  - grabens (all, see especially Charon)
  - normal faults/fault scarps (all)
  - strike-slip faults(all)
  - open fractures (clearly visible on Enceladus Martin et al., 2017; and Europa, Schenk et al., 2020)
- pit chains due to dilational faulting (visible on Enceladus, Martin et al 2017)

- **Cryovolcanic features**
  - maculae (chaotic regions of dark material on Europa, probably due to cryovolcanic material expulsion, see Fagents 2003 and references therein)
  - dark halos/maculae (typical on Europa, see Fagents, 2000)
  - sublimation pits, single or clustered (typical on Pluto/Charon, see Howard et al., 2017, White et al., 2019)
  - low albedo moats, lenticulae, spots (typical on Europa, see Fagents, 2003, related to cryovolcanism/cryovolcanic effusions)

Even though some features, morphologies and nomenclatures are common across the different analyzed icy bodies, for a more detailed and thorough description of geologic units, typical morphologies, and relative stratigraphy, specific nomenclature and mapping examples refer to:

- Ganymede: Patterson et al., (2010); Collins et al., (2013)
- Pluto: Stern et al., (2015); White et al., (2013)
- Charon: Robbins et al., (2019); Stern et al., (2015)

Triton: Martin et al., (2018). **Feature-based mapping**, mostly related to tectonic elements are in Rossi et al., 2020 for Ganymede, Yin et al., 2015 and Crow-Willard and Pappalardo, 2015 for Enceladus. Instead, **process-based interpretative mapping** are in the maps of the Pluto/Charon system by White et al., (2017) and Robbins et al., (2019) which are mostly related to impact cratering and cryovolcanism.
Figure 3.14: example of surface features on Europa, with a) recent impact crater, b) bands, c) lenticulae, d) ridges e) chaos terrain f) dark smooth material g) cliff/scarp h) Murias chaos (“mitten” feature), i) dark macula south of a moat/dome j) intersecting ridges k) multiple ringed impact l) double ridge (image and caption modified from Pappalardo et al., 2013)

Figure 3.15: the surfaces of a) Europa, b) Ganymede and c) Callisto in comparison. The different degree of tectonization is clearly visible at a common resolution of 150 m/pixel. Images taken from Galileo SSI instrument. Source NASA/JPL/DLR.
Limitations
In several cases, such as the Jupiter Icy moons of Europa and Ganymede, the global image coverage is in the order of hundreds of meters per pixel, but at targeted places the resolution can improve dramatically up to one/two orders of magnitude. This discrepancy in the high resolution of very small targeted areas and the global resolution of the body-wide mosaics, makes high resolution local-scale mapping very difficult in terms of contextualizing features and processes to the surrounding areas making the mapping process and the homogenization of geologic contacts and features particularly difficult.

Such a problem is present also on bodies such as Enceladus where the global basemap derived from a mosaic of Cassini ISS images resolution ranges from 50 to 500 meters/pixel (see Bland et al., 2018).

Since most of the observation of such bodies (apart from Ceres globally imaged by the Dawn mission) derive from flybys or from the merge of datasets from different epochs and instruments (e.g. Voyager and Galileo for the Galilean satellites), the illumination conditions can also differ dramatically and, coupled with the limited dynamic range of
20+ years old images can partially affect the possibility to perform highly detailed mapping.

Figure 3.17: example of the heterogeneity of resolutions in the Ganymede global mosaic. From Patterson et al., (2010). Such limitations apply also for Europa, Callisto and Enceladus in the case of global mosaics, whereas Pluto and Charon rely only on partial observation acquired during the New Horizons flyby (Stern et al., 2015).

Topography is available for the New Horizons flybys of Pluto and Charon through stereo images (Stern et al., 2015) through the usgs astrogeology website as well as for the global mosaic and DEM of Ceres (Roatsch et al., 2016). In the particular case of the Jupiter icy satellites and for Enceladus as well, the stereo coverage is somehow limited to the closest approach of the satellites during the flybys, where high-resolution images were taken. In particular for the case of Ganymede and Europa, such high-resolution frames are only partially overlapping as they were used to be mosaicked in slightly larger areas, and the goodness of the stereo reconstruction is highly dependent on the amount of overlap, illumination conditions and dynamic range. Large-scale topography is still possible to obtain through photoclinometric techniques (see Schenk et al., 2004 and Zubarev et al., 2017 and references therein for more details), and a dedicated software from USGS (not maintained anymore) is available and called pc2d (Kirk et al., 2003) and usable through an ISIS2 installation.

Overall, topography is not well constrained in such cases, also due to the fact that topographic expressions and variations on such icy bodies, especially the most tectonized ones, are very subtle. It is however possible to enhance the mapping by, for example, coupling this information where available, with images and also with the UV channels of Galileo (where available) for the icy moons of Jupiter to provide a more comprehensive mapping.
Figure 3.18: Example of a local-scale geological map of the Mitten feature area on Europa from Figueredo et al., (2002). The stratigraphic column and geologic units are a heritage of Figueredo and Greeley (2000) then expanded in the Figueredo and Greeley (2004)
Figure 3.19: Example of a satellite-scale geologic mapping of the trailing and leading hemispheres of Europa based on the flybys of Galileo mission (Figuero and Greeley 2004).
Figure 3.20: global geological map of Ganymede by Collins et al., (2013).

Figure 3.21: example of a global structural map of Ganymede by Rossi et al., (2020) with different families of structural features colour coded according to kinematics/orientation.
Figure 3.22 Example of structural interpreted map on the Tiger Stripes region at the south pole of Enceladus (Yin et al., 2015)
Figure 3.23: local scale map of Sputnik planitia on Pluto (White et al., 2017).
4. Process-based ‘objective’: Geological Map

Geological maps on Earth represent the first and basic geological knowledge of a specific territory, providing the most possible ‘objective’ framework of that area, based on lithological characteristics and changes. According to such a definition, strictly speaking, geological maps cannot be defined in planetary settings with no or very limited ground-truth (i.e. without lithological characterization). Still, sometimes there is a need for a relatively more ‘objective’ cartography product, for example when genetic interpretations are ambiguous or when correlation between different areas is envisaged, and to focus on the identification and meaning of unconformable boundaries. Since, unlike on Earth, on many planetary surfaces, morphologies are preserved in the deep geological time, sometimes major unconformities might occur even within a single landform.

Geological maps aim at distinguishing observations from interpretation (i.e. deposits from landforms) and at emphasizing the importance and hierarchy of the different kinds
of unconformities. The production of such maps, needing detailed analyses, is possible only when high-resolution data are available, allowing a study at the regional down to local scale.

The ‘technical’ rationale is that if the observations, interpretations and stratigraphic boundaries must be included in a single cartographic product, but must remain clearly distinguishable, three shapefiles are necessary: contact (linear shapefile), geological unit (polygonal shapefile); geomorphology/tectonics interpretation (linear shapefile). A linear shapefile must focus on the stratigraphic relations, so a field defining the ‘contact’ must be included, together with the validation of the observation:

- Continuous, certain
- Continuous, inferred
- Disconformity, certain
- Disconformity, inferred
- Nonconformity, certain
- Nonconformity, inferred

A polygonal shapefile must focus on the as objective as possible description of the ‘geological units’. Geological units are considered as deposits formed by a succession of landforms formed through time. Units should be defined on the base of their characteristics, specifically colour, texture, association with non-genetic morphologies (geometries without interpretation, e.g. mound, peak), and in the case of sedimentary deposits, presence/absence of layering and sedimentary structures.

Mineralogical hints, when available, represent an additional very important characteristic to be included in the unit definition. Still, such operations must be done very carefully in order to take into account the different resolutions of hyperspectral and imagery data that might not allow an unambiguous association between deposits and mineralogical hints. Image sharpening processes might help in integrating the multi or hyperspectral colour information of lower resolution spectrometers with high resolution data sets from cameras. When the association is possible, it represents a very powerful tool for a further constrained genetic interpretation.

In addition, the position within the stratigraphic succession is a criterion for distinguishing units.

Because of the importance of an ‘objective’ description, also in the framework of correlation and comparison between distant areas, the importance of defining the units using a ‘reference area’ is especially important. In correspondence of such an area, the unit description (as well as the description of the stratigraphic boundaries) must be done with all the available dataset.

In the shapefile field, beside the name of the unit, an acronym to be reported on the map is envisaged.

Another linear shapefile, ‘geomorphology/tectonics’, conveys the information on the genetic interpretation of morphological as well as tectonic features. A field should refer to the genetic interpretation (following the same rough checklist provided in the geomorphological map section, adapted depending on the local specific characteristics). Another field should refer to the degree of preservation of such features, and be classified for example as:

- Poorly preserved
- Eroded
- Partially buried
- Subdued
● Well preserved
● Pristine

An example of a geological map where the geomorphological features are present but distinguished by the ‘objective’ geological units is provided in Figure 4.1.
Tectonic structures deserve specific considerations through structural maps aimed at unravelling the deformation history of specific areas or regions. In this case the faults need to be characterized in order to distinguish the extensional, compressional or strike-slip behaviour. In some cases, structural features are classified according to their...
morphological aspect being lobate scarpas and wrinkle ridges expression of compressional environment and throughs of extensional effects. In other cases, faults are classified using rigorous structural terminology, being reverse faults and thrusts expression of compressional strain, normal faults and grabens of extensional strain field and strike slip faults of transcurrent kinematics. Attention should be paid on their cross-cutting relationships as well as to their hierarchy being possible the distinction between different fault sets and within each set between conjugates and main faults (e.g. Yin et al., 2012; Rossi et al. 2020). Linkages among fault segments such as bridge structures, restraining and releasing bends as well as fault termination geometries can give important into on fault kinematics (e.g. Massironi et al., 2015) whereas their cross-cutting/overlapping relationships with other features and specifically craters might be useful for quantitative assessment of the associated displacement and retrieval of regional stress fields (e.g. Galluzzi et al. 2015; 2019) as well as age determination of fault activity (e.g. Banks et al. 2015; Giacomini et al. 2015; 2020).

When stratified series can be recognized, in addition to faults also folds can be recognized and mapped according to their main typology (antiforms and synforms), symmetry (e.g. symmetric folds or asymmetric vergent folds) and relation with faults (e.g. fault propagation folds or fault bend folds) (e.g. Okubo, 2014; PLANMAP 2020b, c).

Hence the typical features recognizable on structural maps are: faults subdivided according to set pertinence, typology (normal, strike slip, reverse) and hierarchy (e.g. major and secondary); morphological features related to deformations (wrinkle ridges, lobate scarps, throughs); folds subdivided according to their typology and eventual symmetry.

The structural features are always mapped as linear shape files although in structural maps geological units can also be represented with the usual polygonal shape file. From structural maps and series of geological sections with different orientations 3D geometric models inferring the subsurface geological setting can be also reconstructed (PLANMAP 2020b, c).

5. Chronostratigraphic Maps

a. Science rationale

In chronostratigraphic maps, geological units are linked to stratigraphic ages (either relative or absolute) that fix the units into a stratigraphic context at regional or global scale. The ages in these maps relate to either the timing of rock formation or a modification event for the surface. These ages make units comparable over a planetary body and allow the definition of the evolution of an area or a planetary body over time.

Chronostratigraphies for planetary bodies other than Earth are not straightforward. On Earth, stratigraphy is based on the appearance and disappearance of index fossils or globally occurring lithostratigraphic layers. However, these criteria cannot be used on planetary bodies. Therefore, stratigraphies on planetary bodies often use large impact craters and basins that affected large parts of the planetary body as a marker horizons for their stratigraphy.
A chronostratigraphic map requires a geological or geomorphological map with homogenous units as a base. These units can then be sorted by their relative ages according to their geomorphological appearance (e.g. degradation state, density of craters) and superposition, with the general concept of younger units overlying, cutting, or overlapping older units. Additionally, the relative density of craters on different units can be used to determine relative ages, where units with a higher density of craters is older than a unit with a lower crater density. In this case, a crater production function (PF), that gives the size-frequency distribution of craters forming on the planetary body, can be used as a tool for better comparisons between the crater densities of different units (Fig. 5.1a; Neukum 1983; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Neukum, 2001; Marchi et al. 2009; Le Feuvre and Wieckzorek 2011). The PF can be used to determine the number of craters with diameters greater than or equal to a reference diameter, thus allowing the direct comparison of this relative age measure across diverse geological units. The crater frequency rises with increased exposure age of the surface unit, leading to a vertical shift in the position of the PF. This shift represents the relative ages of each unit (Fig. 5.1b).

Figure 5.1. (a) The lunar standard crater size-frequency distribution or production function of König (1977) and Neukum and Ivanov (1994). (b) A vertical shift in the absolute position of the PF indicates surfaces with different ages.
An absolute stratigraphy of a region or globally needs to link CSFD measurements to absolute ages of samples. Radiometric dating gives the most reliable age for a geological surface. Sample return missions from the Moon have given us radiometric ages for several units on the lunar nearside (Neukum, 1983; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001). These samples are biased in their small number and sampling location which in some cases cannot be unequivocally attributed to a single geological event. However, with lunar samples being the best indication of absolute ages for lunar geological units, independent CSFD measurements were performed on the geological units associated with the sample.

The chronology function calibrates the production function to radiometric ages giving absolute model ages for the studied unit. The chronology function uses a reference diameter and plots it against the radiometric age, given an absolute model age for a measured surface. In this scheme, it is possible to take CSFD measurements of any lunar surface to determine an absolute model age for it and thus determine its position in the global lunar stratigraphic context. Due to limited samples, different production function approaches and varying calculations, several chronology functions have been proposed (Fig 5.2).
For other planetary bodies two major approaches to determine absolute model ages are being proposed: One Moon-derived and one asteroid-derived (e.g. Neukum et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 2006, Werner et al., 2011; Schmedemann et al., 2014, Fassett, 2016; Hiesinger et al., 2016). The Moon derived model scales the parameters of the lunar model and uses it as the basis for the chronology of that planetary body. The asteroid derived model takes an estimate of the asteroid population in the asteroid belt as a base and models the asteroid population in the early solar system to calculate an impactor rate for the planetary body.

b. Approaches

A chronostratigraphic map first needs a geomorphologic map with determined units. Within those units, homogenous areas can be used for CSFD measurements. In these areas secondary craters and other obstacles such as shadows, landfalls or other obscuring factors have to be excluded to work on a relatively clean and undisturbed surface. In ArgGIS the crater tool (Kneissl et al., 2011) is a helpful tool to measure areas and craters (Fig. 5.3). The CSFD measurement can then be plotted using crater stats (https://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/geol/fachrichtungen/planet/software/_content/software/index.html). The measurement can be calibrated with different production and chronology functions and then gets assigned an absolute model age. These ages set the different units into a set global chronology for the planetary body.
Figure 5.3: Example of crater size-frequency measurements \((D\geq 750\text{m})\) on Mare Tsiolkovsky. Count area in red, counted craters in yellow. Plotted as a cumulative and relative crater frequency plots. (Fassett, 2016).

In the final map a correlation chart gives an overview of geological units and their chronostratigraphic relation to each other (see chapter 1d, this deliverable). Within the chart the formation age of the different units is indicated and put into a regional or global context (Fig 5.4). The chronostratigraphic map tells the story of a region or planet over time, showing its evolution and history of events. In these maps periods of different activities such as volcanism get visible and units are grouped by their chronostratigraphic relations.

Figure 5.4: Chronostratigraphic map of the Apollo Basin region, Moon with unit correlation chart (Ivanov et al., 2018).
6. Landing site characterization

a. Science and engineering rationale

Characterization of landing sites for missions requires sets of maps that show a variety of data to provide information about the geological characteristics of the region, and also to aid in (1) defining landing site properties and conditions, (2) risk assessment and mitigation, (3) planning of mission operations, and (4) supporting entry, descent, and landing.

b. Approaches

In the scope of geological maps, a regional map (e.g. Figure 6.1; Scott and Carr, 1972) is typically augmented by a small-scale geomorphological or chronostratigraphic map (e.g. Figure 6.2; Lucchitta, 1972) of a landing site. The larger scale chronostratigraphic map provides regional to global context for interpreting the geological history of the landing site. These maps, paired with compositional and other information, are used to select specific landing sites and plan scientific investigations in the scope of sample collection, in situ measurements, and instrument placement (e.g. Kring and Durda, 2012). As new data sets are collected, the map products can be updated and new products produced (e.g., Figure 6.3; Iqbal et al., 2021). These evolved map products allow new and improved interpretation of other remote and in situ datasets, as well as returned samples (e.g. Iqbal et al. 2019, 2020).

Figure 6.1: Apollo 17 pre-mission map of the Taurus-Littrow region of the Moon with a scale of 1:250,000 (Scott and Carr, 1972).
Figure 6.2: Apollo 17 pre-mission detail map of the Taurus-Littrow region of the Moon with a scale of 1:50,000 (Lucchitta, 1972).

Figure 6.3: New geological maps with scales of 1:24,000 and 1:4,000 (inset) of the Apollo 17 landing site produced with modern lunar datasets (Iqbal et al., 2021).
Beyond morphological and chronostratigraphic maps, additional map products for landing site characterization can be produced from digital terrain models (DTMs) to assess the topography, slopes, and illumination conditions (e.g., Barker et al., 2016; Gläser et al., 2014; Scholten et al., 2011). This information can be combined to provide spacecraft and instrument engineers with important constraints for design of landers and equipment, including development of power systems. On the other hand, where specific conditions are required by the hardware, the selection of landing sites can also be optimized for these engineering constraints (e.g. Figure 6.4a-d, van der Bogert et al., 2021).

Additional data sets also provide spatial information about surface temperatures and their variation over days and seasons. These data sets, combined with DTMs, can provide higher level data products showing thermophysical properties (e.g. Bauch et al., 2014; Pelivan, 2018; Williams et al., 2017). For example, the LRO Diviner instrument provides measurements that allow the derivation of rock abundance maps (Figure 6.4e, Bandfield et al., 2011) and H-parameter or thermal inertia maps (Figure 6.4f, Hayne et al., 2017). Both of these data sets are used to gain a more detailed understanding of regolith properties, applicable to both scientific and engineering goals. For example, knowledge of regolith properties in addition to slope maps allows assessment of the trafficability of the surface.

Boulder and crater maps, paired with slope maps, are used to select landing sites and traverses that minimize risk for landed assets, as well as rovers and astronauts (e.g. Garry et al., 2021). Such boulder mapping can be combined with geomorphological maps to provide detailed context for astronaut and rover mission operations (e.g. Pajola et al. 2016, Bernhardt et al., 2021). Indeed, by combining multiple sources of geospatial information, it is possible to plan detailed mission operations for proposed missions while considering both scientific goals and engineering constraints.
For entry, descent, and landing navigation, very accurate feature maps are required for automated landing systems, such as terrain relative navigation (TRN). For example, the Mars2020 mission used an orthorectified image mosaic generated from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007) images to provide a highly accurate navigational map for their autonomous hazard avoidance landing system (e.g., Fergason et al., 2020).

*Figure 6.4: (a) Kaguya Terrain Camera (TC) image mosaic, compared with the (b) LOLA/Kaguya merge DTM, (c) accumulated illumination calculated from the DTM, (d) DTM-derived slopes, (e) Diviner rock abundance, and (f) H-parameter or thermal inertia for pyroclastic, mare, and highlands deposits in southeastern Mare Serenitatis and to the northwest of the Apollo 17 landing site (van der Bogert et al., 2021).*
7. Resource maps for ISRU

a. Science, exploration, and commercial rationale

Resources that can be used in situ on the Moon, asteroids, or other planets would provide a sustainable path for both exploration and science activities, obviating the need to bring all essential materials from the Earth, in addition to potentially supporting a commercial planetary resources industry. Thus, space agencies have recently supported the development and testing of in situ resource utilization (ISRU) capabilities ranging from the extraction of oxygen to the construction of infrastructure from regolith (e.g., ESA, 2019; ISEGC, 2021). A major current focus is the investigation, characterization, and mapping of deposits of volatiles and regolith materials suitable for oxygen extraction. This initial phase of investigation has been termed prospecting (Taylor and Martel, 2003), partly because of the parallels that can be drawn with terrestrial resource prospecting. Global remote sensing maps are used to determine regions of potential interest, where local groundtruthing and characterization will be necessary for further refining the potential and characteristics of diverse resources (e.g., Sanders and Larson, 2012).

b. Approaches

A first step in the production of planetary resource maps is to use the available compositional remote sensing data to define the surficial extent of potential resource deposits. For example, datasets showing high Ti and high Fe concentrations in mafic lunar pyroclastic deposits can be used to select locations where high ilmenite content is expected (Figure 7.1, van der Bogert et al., 2021). Oxygen can be extracted from both ilmenite and iron-rich volcanic glasses via hydrogen and methane reduction techniques, as well as a newly developed Fray-Farthing-Chen electrodeoxidation technique (e.g. Schwandt et al., 2012; Lomax et al., 2020; Sargent et al., 2020; Schlüter and Cowley, 2020; and references therein). Indeed, van der Bogert et al. (2021) examined potential landing sites for ESA’s planned ISRU demonstration missions - for both locations that require additional groundtruthing of the resource characteristics and for a location where a small-scale ISRU oxygen extraction demo plant could be tested.

Alternately, recent investigations of a range of remote sensing data, combined with evidence for volatiles excavated during the LCROSS impact into the lunar south polar Cabeaus crater (Colaprete et al., 2010), have allowed the mapping of potential volatiles sinks in the lunar polar regions (e.g. Li et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2019). These studies either serve as the basis for volatiles prospecting missions or further support their development and completion. For example, ESA’s PROSPECT will be launched on Roscosmos’s Luna 27 mission to the lunar south pole, and aims to characterize lunar polar volatiles (Sefton-Nash et al., 2020). NASA’s VIPER mission will rove the south polar region to characterize the distribution, extent, and nature of lunar volatiles (NASA, 2020).

The characterization of materials suitable for oxygen extraction or for mining of volatiles requires the collection of groundtruth to improve the interpretation of the remote sensing datasets that can be fed into improvements of first generation resource maps. As local and regional operations are established, for example on the Moon with
a south polar outpost, astronaut and robot geologists can make more detailed resource maps.

**Figure 7.1:** Multispectral remote sensing datasets can be combined to allow the mapping of units and locations with compositional characteristics optimized for specific ISRU techniques. For example, (a) the Clementine color ratio (Pieters et al., 1994; McEwen et al., 1994), (b) Clementine FeO (Lucey et al., 2000), (c) WAC TiO$_2$ (Sato et al., 2017), (d) LRO Diviner Christiansen feature (Greenhagen et al., 2010), and (e) LRO WAC albedo (Robinson et al., 2010) maps can be used to define a spectral unit boundary representing a high Ti, high Fe deposit suitable for a range of oxygen extraction techniques. (Same region as shown in Figure 6.4, northwest of the Apollo 17 landing site from van der Bogert et al., (2021). (f) Portion of the new geological map of the Apollo 17 region (Iqbal et al., 2021).
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